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ABSTRACT: 
This paper presents measurements of repeat call 
a ttempt behaviour in the intercontinental tele
phone service. Similar pat terns are found to 
domestic measurements reported by others. The be
haviour was found not to be significantly affected 
by initial success rate, social vs business traf
fic and time of day. 

1. Introduction 

When a telephone call attempt does not succeed the 
caller might either give up or he might reattempt 
after a certain interval. A detailed knowledge of 
"typical" caller behaviour in such circumstances 
is of interest in a number of teletraffic areas. 
This is particularly true in the international 
service where the performance in the completing 
networks varies widely from one country to an
other. Thus two relations with identical measured 
occupancy could in fact have very different "true" 
traffic demands. 

In Teleglobe Canada we have identified three areas 
in which repeat call attempts should be considered 
in our teletraffic analysis. These are: 

- estimation of offered load, 
- network management stategies, 
- evaluation of call completion improvements. 

The results of studies by others (1), (2) were 
used in work on the last subject mentioned above. 
In the course of this work it was concluded that 
additional measurements concentrating on inter
continental traffic were needed. 

This paper reports on the results of a measurement 
program conducted in 1982 to more fully determine 
the repeat attempt behaviour of subscribers in the 
intercontinental telephone service. 

2. Intercontinental Telephone Service from Canada 

To attempt intercontinental telephone calls 
Canadian subscribers dial: 

011 + Country Code + Area Code in destination 
country + local number in destination country, 
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for fully automatic calls or, 

01 + Country Code + Area Code in destination 
country + local number in destination country, 

for calls requiring operator assistance. The call 
is then routed to a Teleglobe gateway exchange 
which attempts to establish a connection through 
the international network to the destination 
country. 

Congestion in the gateway exchange and the inter
national network, improper dialling and technical 
faults are indicated to the calling subscriber by 
a standard Canadian tone used for network conges
tion returned from the gateway exchange. 

Congestion, subscriber busy, ringing and other 
conditions in the destination country are indi
cated to the calling subscriber by various audible 
tones and recorded announcements returned from the 
destination country. 

3. Measurement Program 

3.1 Description 

The Teleglobe gateway exchange at Montreal records 
the details of every call attempt made on magnetic 
tape. For selected destination countries all at
tempts during a day were extracted and searched 
using a computer program. When unsuccessful at
tempts were found, subsequent attempts to the same 
were classified as repeat attempts until a 
successful attempt was found. 

The search process was done one day at a time. It 
is possible that some call sequences could extend 
over two days even though the day change occurred 
at a ' low traffic period. To minimize errors in 
this case successful calls not preceded by an un
successful attempt to the same number in the first 
two hours of each day were excluded from the anal
ysis. New unsuccessful attempts in the last two 
hours of each day were also excluded. With all 
attempts classified totals were made and the 
results from many days were combined. 
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3.2 Minimization of Problems 

The measurement method described above is attrac
tive because it economically and conveniently pro
vides a large sample. However, it has potential 
inaccuracies resulting from the fact that the call 
attempt records do not identify the calling sub
scriber. 

On the one hand, it is possible that an apparent 
subsequent attempt to a given destination sub
scriber is in fact an independent first attempt by 
a different calling subscriber. On the other 
hand, some attempts that fail in the Canadian net
work before reaching the Teleglobe gateway will not 
be recorded. 

Although is was not possible to identify the call
ing subscriber in our measurements, it was pos
sible to identify calls from different areas of 
Canada. By selecting an area with a relatively 
small number of potential callers that also had 
very good access to the Teleglobe gateway, both 
problems were minimized. 

3.3 Classification of Unsuccessful Attempts 

The call records used identified a number of fail
ure causes detected in the gateway exchange. How
ever, all such causes resulted in the return of 
the same signal to the calling subscriber and thus 
must be considered together for repeat attempt 
behaviour analysis. The call records classified 
all failures in the destination country as a 
single category. This prevented us from distin
guishing between busy and no answer conditions. 
Because of these considerations our results for 
most destinations are not classified by call fail
ure causes. 
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For two destination countries an analysis of the 
holding time distributions for call attempts fail
ing in the destination country allowed us to make 
a tentative division between busy and no answer. 
This division was compared with the results of 
limited samples by more precise observation equip
ment and we were satisfied that it gave a reason
able estimate of the failure causes. Thus for 
these countries results were obtained classifying 
call failures as : 

congestion - includes all failures detected at the 
gateway exchange for which the call
ing subscriber would received the 
standard Canadian congestion tone; 

busy - includes subscriber busy, network 
congestion and other failures in the 
destination country for which the 
calling subscriber would receive a 
foreign tone or recorded announce
ment; 

no answer - includes no answer and other condi
tions for which the calling sub
scriber would receive the foreign 
ringing tone but no conversation 
would take place; 

others - includes failures which could not be 
assigned to one of the above cate
gories. 

4. Basic Results 

4.1 Overall Behaviour 

Table 1 shows the success and reattempt rates for 
9 destination countries. 

LEVEL 

3 4 5 and greater 
% % % % % % 

Attempts Success Reattempt Success Reattempt Success &eattempt Success &eat tempt Success &eat tempt 
on failure on failure on failure on failure on failure COUNTRY 

A 1184 24.0 79.5 18.7 83.9 15.3 87.4 13.2 85.9 07.3 84.3 
B 461 44.9 79.5 23.7 81.1 14.4 83.1 11.2 74.6 16.1 66.4 
C 349 31. 2 57.0 27.0 72.0 16.6 65.0 25.6 89.6 08.3 78.5 
D 798 46.3 42.0 23.8 55.4 19.7 65.5 17.5 72.7 09.3 58.6 
E 5314 52.9 38.4 35.9 59.5 23.7 63.2 15.2 76.6 10.9 71.8 
F 1805 69.3 53.4 38.8 68.8 28.0 66.6 25.8 76.7 13.2 72.0 
G 5730 44.3 64.9 23.9 74.2 16.2 79.7 13.9 82.6 06.9 82.0 
H 2414 41.8 74.6 29.6 75.3 24.1 75.5 16.6 87.1 12.9 73.7 
I 4299 42.8 71. 9 29.9 77 .3 23.4 80.6 19.4 86.1 11. 7 75.4 

Total 22354 46.6 61.6 27.6 73.7 20.1 78.1 13.4 83.7 12.4 78.2 

TABLE 1 

OVERALL BEHAVIOUR 
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Table 2 gives the same results as table 
presented in the form of the proportion of total 
attempts at each attempt level. 

3 

% OF TOTAL ATTEMPTS 

1ST ATTI!:MPT 2ND ATTEMPT 3RD ATTEMPT 4TH ATTEMPT 5TH AND GREATER 
ATTEMPT COUNTRY 

A 25.8 
B 42.4 
C 47.9 
D 68.9 
E 73.0 
F 74.7 
G 43.8 
H 45.2 
I 45.2 

TOTAL 49.5 

15.5 
18.6 
18.8 
15.5 
13.2 
12.3 
15.8 
19.6 
lS.6 

16.3 

lU.6 
11.5 
9.9 
6.6 
5.0 
5.0 
9.0 

10.4 
10.1 

'd.7 

7.'d 
8.2 
5.3 
3.5 
2.4 
2.4 
6.0 
6.0 
6.2 

5.4 

40.3 
19.3 
l'd.l 
5.5 
6.4 
5.6 

25.4 
18.8 
19.9 

20.1 

TABLE 2 

4.2 Behaviour by Call Failure Cause 

Table 3 shows the reattempts proportion and aver
age reattempt interval at the 1st attempts level 
by failure cause for 2 countries. 

1st Attempts 
% Success Rate 

% Congestion 
% Reattempt on congestion 
Avg. Reattempt Interval 

% Busy 
% Reattempt 
Avg. Reattempt Interval 

% No Answer 
% Reattempt on busy 
Avg. Reattempt Interval 

% Other 
Reattempt 
Avg. Reattempt Interval 

COUNTRY H 

2414 
41.8 

24.7 
81.7 

5.98 min. 

07.0 
84.0 

3.12 min. 

24.9 
65.2 

26.75 

01.4 

TABLE 3 

COUNTRY 

4299 
42.8 

05.5 
77 .5 

11.7 min. 

23.8 
70.3 

15 min. 

27.8 
72.0 

20.75 

.0 

BEHAVIOUR BY CALL FAILURE CAUSES 

4.3 Observations 

The general repeat attempt behaviour patterns 
revealed by these measurements is similar to that 

I 

The subscriber perseverance is slightly lower than 
reported in (1) and (2) and the increase in per
severance with attempt level ceases sooner in the 
call sequences. 
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A possible explanation for this lies in the compa
ratively frequent recourse to inward operators in 
the intercontinental telephone service. In manual 
analyses done to verify the computer pro "grams used 
in these measurements it was noted that many call 
sequences contained both fully automatic and ope
rator assisted call attempts. It was also noted 
that calls to inward operators seemed to be more 
frequent when completion rates are low. Thus it is 
possible that sequences counted in our measurements 
as abandoned after a few unsuccessfull attempts 
were in fact continued using inward operators. 
(Calls to inward operators could not be included in 
our measurements because the called number is not 
identified). 

There are considerable variations from country to 
country in both success and repetition. These 
variations were analyzed to see if they were re
lated. It was found that reattempt rates at all 
levels were negatively correlated to initial suc
cess rate but the degree of correlation was not 
strong. 

5. Additional Results 

5.1 Social Traffic 

The basic results reflect weekday traffic which is 
predominantly business. Additional measurements 
were made on the same countries in the same period 
on Sunday which is predominantely social. Table 4 
compares the success and reattempt results at the 
1st attempt level for weekdays ana Sundays. 

% Success % Reattempt on failure 
Weekday Sunday Weekday Sunday 

COUNTRY A 24.U 22.2 79.5 82.4 
B 44.9 57.3 79.5 87.1 
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COUNTRY C 31.2 38.6 57.0 46.0 
D 46.3 38.6 42.0 39.5 
E 52.9 42.3 38.4 35.7 
F 69.3 64.4 53.4 56.6 
G 44.3 43.7 64.9 67.0 

TABLE 4 

COMPARISON OF WEEDAY AND SUNDAY MEASUREMENTS 

From these results there is no overall pattern of 
behavious differences between social and business 
traffic apparent. 

5.2 Time of Day 

As noted in Section 4.3, most destination coun
tries in our measurements have considerable time 
differences with Canada. If calling subscribers 
are aware of the destination time it would seem 
reasonable to assume that they might alter their 
calling behaviour at times when they expect the 
called subscriber to be absent. 

To test this hypothesis, the measurements reported 
in Section 4.1 were examined separately for before 
and after 6 p.m. destination country time. The 
results on first attempt for the larger volume des
tinations are given in Table 5. 

total attempts/first attempt 

COUNTRY E 
G 
H 

Before 6 p.m. 
1.26 
1.86 
1.80 

TABLE 5 

TIME OF DAY EFFECT 

After 6 p.m. 
1.46 
2.39 
2.38 

The results in Table 5 are the opposite to what was 
expected, leading us to conclude that consideration 
of the destination time is not an important influ
ence on subscriber behaviour. 

5.3 Misdialled Calls 

As noted in Section 3.3, a number of call attempt 
failure categories at the gateway are identified 
in the call records but result in the same conges
tion signal to the calling subscriber. On cate
gory of particular interest are attempts that are 
misdialled by using invalid area codes of the des
tination country. Often this consists of incor
rect inclusion of the trunk prefix for the desti
nation country. This category was found to con
tribute from 0.4% to 18.7% of all unsuccessful 
attempts for the destinations examined. 

A limited analysis for four destinations was done 
to compare misdialled call attempts with other 
call attempt failures at the gateway exchange. As 
can be seen in Table 6 the probability of ultimate 
success with misdialled calls is very low but the 
persistence of callers is similar to that for 
other failures. 

4 
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Misdialled Other Gateway 
Call Attempts Failures 

Probability of 
Ultimate Success .11 .58 

Total Attempts/ 
First Attempt 3.03 3.30 

TABLE 6 

We are presently arranging to change the handling 
of misdialled calls so the caller will receive a 
special recorded announcment rather than the 
standard congestion tone. This should reduce the 
repeat attempts on misdialled calls. 
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Summary of Questions/Answers 

Date: 10 June 1983 

Session: 2.4 

Paper: 2 

Q.l , (Oscar Avellaneda) 

You used data samples for many d~ys on your study. Can you 
explain what type ' of statistical ' data analysis is performed~ 

A.l (A. Lewis & G. Leonard) 
; , 

The problem we faced was to record a sufficient number of c~ll 
sequences to give significant re~ults while not extending the 
measurement period so long that the network conditions and 
subscriber perception' of the conditions could change. Thus we 
did not do rigorous statistical tests on the samples but acqepted 
as reasonable all destinations for which we could obtain 
several hundred call sequences within a two week period 


